
CRAFT MATERIALS 
You will need two paper plates, a straw or stick, 
scissors, crayons, pencils, and tape or a stapler. 
 

INSTRUCTIONS 

 You will find a tracing template attached.  
 Cut out the pattern for the grass and gnome.  
 Cut one of the paper plates in half. 
 Trace the gnome onto one half of the paper plate 

and cut it out. 
 Color the back side of the other half of the paper 

plate green. Cut slits along the straight side of the 
plate to make blades of grass. Use the provided template for help. 

 Color the top side of the other paper plate blue to look like the sky. 
 Tape or staple the grass to the sky with the colored sides facing you.  
 Cut a 1 inch wide tab at the bottom of both plates. 
 Decorate the gnome however you like and tape it to the top of the 

straw/stick. 
 Slide the straw/stick between the grass and sky and through the open 

tab in the bottom of the plates. The gnome should hide easily behind 
the grass.  

 Holding the plate, ask, “Where’s the gnome?” Push the straw upward 
and, using a gnome-ish voice shout, “Peek-a-boo!” 

You now have a peek-a-boo gnome! 
 

MORE IDEAS 
What other creatures can you think of that are small enough to hide in the 
grass? Make some other creature puppets and swap them out! 
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CRAFTY CHALLENGE 

Peek-a-Boo Gnome 



GRASS TEMPLATE 
Cut one paper plate in half 
and color half of it green 
before laying this template 
across the flat edge and 
trimming. 

GNOME TEMPLATE 
Either use this gnome or 
trace it on the other half of 
your spare paper plate, cut 
out, and decorate.  


